DORS 2018
DIGITAL OPERATING ROOM
SUMMER SCHOOL

27.–31.08.2018
LEIPZIG, GERMANY
Topics:

- computer-assisted technologies and navigation systems in head and neck interventions
- computer-assisted technologies in robotics and endoscopy
- computer-assisted technologies in cardiovascular and image-guided interventions
- background infrastructure for computer-assisted technologies: patient models, workflows and technical standards in operating rooms
- operating room infrastructures and future technologies

Join DORS and benefit from:

- advanced research lectures involving practical applications
- various hands-on exercises with individual support
- visits to advanced hybrid operating rooms and interventional suites
- hosted in Germany’s fastest-growing city

Conditions of participation:

- All day and single day registration is possible

Application is open to:

- MD, M.Sc. and Ph.D. students
- postdoctoral fellows
- young and senior researchers in science or industry
- industrial professionals

From the fields of:

- medicine
- informatics (medical/health/bio informatics)
- engineering (medical/health/bio engineering)

The scientific committee:

- Prof. Thomas Neumuth (PhD) | Vice Director ICCAS, head of committee
- Prof. Andreas Melzer (MD, DDS) | Executive Director ICCAS
- PD Steffen Oeltze-Jafra (PhD) | Research Group Leader

Registration & Contact:

Frederik Krabbes (Event Organization)
Phone: +49 (0)341 / 97 12032
Fax: +49 (0)341 / 97 12009
E-Mail: dors@iccas.de
Web: www.iccas.de/dors